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Introduction
Creating professional looking planograms is often seen as a difficult and time-consuming task. Many people are
intimidated by the complexity of most planogram software, the large number of screens flying by, and the mysterious
key-combinations that specialists use when they're asked to demonstrate something.
This is why we created Retail Shelf Planner. A simple to use software application that doesn't require you to attend
long training sessions, or that you have to use daily to be able to remember how things work.
We believe that creating planograms should be a simple and efficient task. Planogram software has to make it
possible to translate knowledge of the category and consumers quickly and simply into usable information that makes
commercial discussions or resetting shelves easier and more productive. Retail Shelf Planner offers the functionality
to do this, but spares you all the unnecessary bells-and-whistles that only complicate the use of the software.
To maximize the efficiency of planogram creation, it's important to have captured various characteristics of the
products in the category in the correct way. We have aimed to keep also this part of the process as simple as possible.
This white paper shares with you the information and tips to maximize the results from Retail Shelf Planner with the
minimal efforts.
We trust this document will support you and answers any questions you may have, but are available to answer any
questions that remain unanswered. Send us an email to info@retailshelfplanner.com, and we'll respond as quickly as
possible.
Kind regards,

Erwin Bergsma
Managing Director
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Product information
You can enter information about the products in Retail Shelf Planner through the product dialog. This method is
interesting in case you're adding only one or two products, or if you are looking for more insights in what types of
information can be captured. The picture below displays the product dialog in the English version of the software:

The dialog starts with three fields that can be used to identify the product:
Field
ID
UPC
Name

Description
A unique code to identify the product. Can be a combination of number and letters.
The product barcode. Is often used to match product information from different sources, as
well as the link to the Live Image. Can be a combination of number and letters.
Description of the product.

Below the identification fields we've grouped the fields logically on various tabs. We'll cover each of them below.



If you double-click a product that has been placed on a shelf, you'll also see a tab Position. On it you'll
see various pieces of information about the way the product is merchandised in that position. (Facings,
Orientation, etc.) This falls outside the scope of this white paper, and will therefore not be covered
further.
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Product information, continued
The tab Physical covers the physical characteristics of the product:
Field
Height
Width
Depth
Fill Color
Units/Case
Peg Vert Off

Description
The physical dimensions of the product such as it is merchandised. See the section
Measuring Products for additional information on how to measure.
The color that is used in schematic display of the product. Often used to display the
commercial ideas behind the layout (e.g. grouping of like products) in a quick way.
Units per case, or smallest order quantity. Can be used when calculating the required shelf
inventory.
Vertical offset for the peg-hole. I.e. the distance from the top edge of the product to the
center of the hole/sleeve in the product. Used when merchandising hanging products.

The sub-tab Trays covers details about trays. In this case we use Trays as a generic term for e.g. "Shelf Ready Packaging", "Shrink
Wrapped" items, and displays:
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Product information, continued
You can enter the following details about trays. Only applicable when merchandising that way:
Field
UPC
Height
Width
Depth
Units/Tray

Description
A separate UPC for the tray. Will be used to link Live Images to the product when
merchandised in trays.
The physical dimensions of the tray such as it is merchandised. See the section Measuring
Products for additional information on how to measure.
Units per tray. Will be used to calculate the shelf inventory when merchandising in trays.

See the section Measuring Products for additional information on how to deal with trays.

The sub-tab Nesting offers the ability to define how products "nest", i.e. sink into each other when merchandised:
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Product information, continued
The sub-tab Nesting details the way the product can "nest" in the various direction.
Field
Height

Width
Depth
Vertical
Horizontal
Depth

Description
The part of the product that is still visible when two items "sink into each other". E.g. if a
bowl is 8cm high, but the next bowl sinks so much into the one below, that only 2cm is still
visible of it, you'll enter 2cm as Nesting Height.
The part of the product that is still visible when two items nest into each other in horizontal
direction.
The part of the product that is still visible when two items nest into each other in depth.
The way product nests in vertical direction.
The way product nests in horizontal direction.
The way product nests in the depth direction.

See the section Measuring Products for additional information on how to deal with nesting.

The tab Characteristics offers the option to capture additional product attributes, often referred to as "marketing
characteristics":
Field
Supplier
Category
Subcategory
Description 1-5

Data 1-5

Description
The supplier or manufacturer of the product. Can be used to quickly allocate products or
group them in reports/charts.
The category within which the product falls. Can be used to quickly allocate products or
group them in reports/charts.
The subcategory within which the product falls. Can be used to quickly allocate products or
group them in reports/charts.
Free to use fields to capture additional product characteristics such as Brand, Taste,
Packaging Type, etc. Can be text as well as numeric. The label in the dialog can be changed
to reflect the chosen usage. (See the section Adapting the Product Dialog for details.)
Free to use fields to capture additional numeric product characteristics such as Size, Weight,
Internal Margin, etc. The label in the dialog can be changed to reflect the chosen usage.
(See the section Adapting the Product Dialog for details.)
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Product information, continued
The tab Performance displays the (financial) performance details of the product:
Field
Price
Cost
VAT %
Sales
Profit
Movement
Hist SL

Description
The retail price per unit.
The purchasing price for the retailer.
The applicable VAT percentage.
The average sales per store per period in monetary units. (€, $, etc.)
The average profit per store per period.
The average sales per store per period in consumer units.
The historical service level of the product. A number between 1% and 100%. The
percentage reflects which share of the consumer demand for this product could be satisfied.
An externally calculated value reflecting the minimally required shelf inventory that can be
used in visual and financial analyses.

Manual

Enterprise version

Express version



This dialog differs slightly between the Express and Enterprise versions, since we hide the fields that are
not applicable in the Express version. No need to confuse you with stuff you don't use anyway!



The fields with a gray background are calculated by Retail Shelf Planner and can't be changed by the
user.
 Unit Profit and Gross Margin are calculated based on Price, Cost and VAT%.
 The fields Trend Sales/Profit/Movement are populated when you apply trend information
through the Analysis-menu.
 The fields for required units are calculated based on the choices made in the inventory model.
The text under the field tells you if that part of the calculations is active or not.
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Product information, continued
The tab Live Images displays the available Live Images for the product:

The boxes display the Live Images found for the respective sides and orientations of the products. The fields below
provide you with the exact location of the image files. Using the "arrow-buttons" left and right of the images, you can
scroll through the various images.
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Adapting the Product dialog
We mentioned in the previous section that Retail Shelf Planner offers a number of "user definable" fields with the
names Description 1-5 and Data 1-5. The software allows you to give these fields more meaningful names. This is
done through the menu Tools-Options. Select in the Options dialog the tab Product Fields, and enter values that
describe how you are using the fields like in the image below..

Once you've confirmed these new names with the OK button, they'll be displayed in the Product dialog, when
applying filters in the Allocate Products dialog, running reports, etc.
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Productdatabase in Excel
To work efficiently, it is recommended to collect all product data in an Excel spreadsheet. Retail Shelf Planner allows
you to import all products in the spreadsheet in one go, so that you can very quickly add the product data to the
planogram you're working on.
In the folder Sample Files you will find an example of such a spreadsheet. The image below shows the first columns of
the sample spreadsheet:
Art.Nr
5449000133847
5449000144881
54490802
50112784
90490668
5449000112811
5449000152404
5413982103037
8712839003603
9002490206482
90162800
5449000067456
5449000066015
64150957
5425009200063
8710624030667
8710624028374
8728500002714

EAN
5449000133847
5449000144881
54490802
50112784
90490668
5449000112811
5449000152404
5413982103037
8712839003603
9002490206482
90162800
5449000067456
5449000066015
64150957
5425009200063
8710624030667
8710624028374
8728500002714

Naam
Aquarius Orange 1.5 Ltr
Aquarius Red Blast Peach 1.5 Ltr
Aquarius Orange 0.5 Ltr
Aquarius Lemon 0.5 Ltr
Aquarius Grapefruit 0.5 Ltr
Aquarius Blue Ice 0.5 Ltr
Aquarius Green Splash 0.5 Ltr
Tao Blackcurrant 4 x 250 ml
Sportline Citrus 4 x 25 cl
Red Bull 355 ml
Red Bull Sugarfree 250 ml
Nalu Fruity Energizer 0.25 Ltr
Burn Intense Energy 0.25 Ltr
V - Guarana Energy 250 ml
Atomic 250 ml
Energy Slammers 250 ml
Blue Bastard 250 ml
Bullit 250 ml

Leverancier
Coca Cola
Coca Cola
Coca Cola
Coca Cola
Coca Cola
Coca Cola
Coca Cola
Carlsberg Importers
W&S Company
Red Bull
Red Bull
Coca Cola
Coca Cola
Winters
Kabost
Slammers
Blue Bastard
Bullit Trading

Categorie
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks
Energy Drinks

SubCategorie
Omschrijving1 Omschrijving2 Omschrijving3 Omschrijving4 Omschrijving5 Data1
Sport - Big Bottle
Sport - Big Bottle
Sport - Small Bottle
Sport - Small Bottle
Sport - Small Bottle
Sport - Small Bottle
Sport - Small Bottle
Sport - Can
Sport - Can
Energy - Can
Energy - Can
Energy - Can
Energy - Can
Energy - Can
Energy - Can
Energy - Can
Energy - Can
Energy - Can

Data2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

You need to know just a few things:
 It's not important for Retail Shelf Planner what you write in the column headings in row 1. You can use
whatever descriptions that make most sense to you.
 The name of the tab is not important either. During the import Retail Shelf Planner will read the data that
exists in the tab that was active when you last saved the spreadsheet.
 Retail Shelf Planner reads the data the way it is displayed. This has the benefit that you can use formulas to
calculate or format values. However, be careful that e.g. the UPC is not displayed as 5.449E+12, but properly as
5449000133847.
 The import will continue row by row until Retail Shelf Planner encounters an empty cell in column A. So make
sure there are no empty rows between the products in your spreadsheet.
 The order of the columns is important for Retail Shelf Planner. These have to be in the order as described
below:
Column
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

Field
ID
UPC
Name
Supplier
Category
Subcategory
Description 1
Description 2
Description 3
Description 4
Description 5
Data 1
Data 2
Data 3

Column
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
AB

Field
Data 4
Data 5
Height
Width
Depth
Fill Color
Units/Case
Peg Vert Off
Price
Cost
VAT %
Sales
Profit
Movement
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Column
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO

Field
Hist SL
Manual Inv
Tray UPC
Tray Height
Tray Width
Tray Depth
Units/Tray
NestingHeight
NestingWidth
NestingDepth
Nest.Meth.Horiz
Nest.Meth.Vert
Nest.Meth.Depth
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Measuring Products
When measuring products you have to stick to the following rules:
 Dimensions are expressed in centimeters (or inches). You can use decimals to capture fractions. E.g. 8.7 for a
size of 8 centimeters and 7 millimeters.
 When you're dealing with products that have variable dimensions (such as bags of candy or packs of toilet
paper) it is advisable to measure a couple of products and take the average.
 Define as Front the product side that will be most often displayed towards the consumer, and capture Height,
Width and Depth based on that orientation.
 For irregularly shaped products, i.e. non-rectangular products such as bottles you'll have to capture the
maximum value for each dimension as if there is a box around the product.

Height

Height

Examples:

Depth

Height

Height

Width

Width
&
Depth

Width
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Measuring Products, continued
Not all products merchandise neatly next to each other. Some products sink into the one below when stacked, or
partly slide into each other when merchandised side-by-side, or behind each other. In Retail Shelf Planner we call
that nesting. Think about buckets, bowls or glasses that sink into each other, or pans that hang behind each other.
The dimensions you enter for the nesting, are for the part of the product that is still visible, like in the example on the
left below. Or for the part of the product that doesn't use the same space as the previous facing, like in the example
on the right.

Width

Nesting
Width

Height

Nesting
Height

The nesting methods don't say anything about the physical part of the way the product nests, but defines the
direction in which the nesting takes place:

Vertical Nesting Method: Inside
(I.e. the first product is fully displayed, the
others are partly inside the previous product.)

Horizontal Nesting Method: Left-to-Right
(I.e. the product on the left is fully displayed, the ones on
the right could be partly behind the previous product.)

Vertical Nesting Method: Over
(I.e. the top product is fully displayed, the
others are partly inside the previous product.)

Horizontal Nesting Method: Right-to-Left
(I.e. the product on the right is fully displayed, the ones
on the left could be partly behind the previous product.)
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Live Images (Product pictures)
For a photo-realistic display of the section you'll need pictures of the products, so called Live Images.

FRONT, SIDE, MULTI-PACKS, ...
To create this realistic display, you'll need a picture for each side of the product that is displayed in the section. If the
product is merchandised in single units as well as in multi-packs, you'll need pictures for each variation.
The required pictures are not dependent on the number of facings that the product has, or how many units high it is
stacked. Retail Shelf Planner will take care of displaying the correct picture as many times as required to represent
your merchandising situation. See some examples below:

Required:
1x front, 1x left, 1x top

Required:
1x front & 1x left multi-pack, 1x front bottle

MARKETING PHOTO'S VS. PLANOGRAM PHOTO'S
In many cases companies already have images of various products in the assortment, however they often look like the
examples below:

Not in the consumer packaging

Together with other products

Packaging & product

Packaging rotated & with shadow

We often call these "marketing photo's" as they are usable for marketing activities such as brochures, presentations,
websites, etc. However, these photos are not usable in planograms.
For proper display in planograms it's required that the product images are "flat frontals".

So, not like this...

... but like this!
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Live Images (Product pictures), continued
WHITE BORDERS
Another thing we often see with "marketing photo's", even if they're made in the, for planograms correct, "flat
frontal" way, is a white border around the product. In brochures and on websites this usually is not a problem, but in
the planogram it will give you strange results.
For a correct display you should crop the picture, i.e. remove all white borders around the product image.

So, not like this...

... but like this!

TRANSPARENCY
When you're dealing with products that are not rectangular, you'll have another question to deal with: what to do
with the space around (parts of) the product.
If you merchandise on shelves, and use a white section background, you could simply use a white background around
the product. However, when you use colored sections, or merchandise products on pegboards the white areas
around the product will look strange. For those situations Retail Shelf Planner offers you the possibility to use
transparency:

Using a white background...
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Live Images (Product pictures), continued
IMAGE FORMATS
Retail Shelf Planner supports Live Images in the following graphical formats:






JPG
PNG (including transparency, as of release 2015)
EMF
BMP
WMF

Virtually all graphical software applications support these formats, and also the well-known Microsoft Office
applications such as Word, Excel and PowerPoint allow you to use images in these formats. So, in addition to
professionalizing your planograms, you can re-use the Live Images also for other purposes.



Jpg-files are stored very efficiently, but could become 25-30 times their file size once loaded into
memory. So, a 2MB image on the hard disk, could quickly become 50-60MB in memory. Multiply these
sizes with the number of products in your category, and you'll see that it adds up quickly!
Even if the category isn't that large, your PC will start to slow down. For efficient use within Retail Shelf
Planner a file size of 20-50KB for jpg-images is usually more than sufficient. You'll still have a good
quality on screen and output, but avoid a slow PC or printer that complains about memory problems.



The emf-format supports transparent bitmaps, so that is the format that you could use for nonrectangular products where a white background is not acceptable. The recommended file size for Live
Images in this format is 200-300KB.



Jpg-files that are created on other systems (e.g. Mac), sometimes have the extension jpeg instead of jpg.
The format normally is the same, so it's sufficient to rename the files.

NAMING CONVENTION
Retail Shelf Planner will automatically link the product in the planogram with the images on the hard disk. This is
done through the ID or UPC. The choice between those fields is made in the Tools-Options dialog.
If the value in the selected field would be 12345, the software will look for the following images:
Front

Left

Top

Front
90˚ rotated

Left
90˚ rotated

Top
90˚ rotated

12345.jpg

12345_L.jpg

12345_T.jpg

12345_F90.jpg

12345_L90.jpg

12345_T90.jpg
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Live Images (Product pictures), continued
Location on hard disk / network
The Live Images can be stored either on the local hard
disk or on the network, or both.
Through the Live Images tab in the Options dialog (menu
Tools-Options) you inform Retail Shelf Planner about the
location(s) where the images are stored.
Click the button Add to add a new location where the
software will search for Live Images.
Use the little arrow keys on the top right of the list with
locations to reorder them.



Retail Shelf Planner starts its search for the Live Images in the first folder, then in the second, etc. until it
has found an image for the product, or until it runs out of folders. It is therefore recommended to place
the most often used folders at the top using the little arrow keys on the top right of the list.
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Global Retail Business Solutions is a Belgium based company with 25 years of experience in data analysis,
Category Management, assortment-, floor- and space-planning. Our software and services are delivered directly
and through partners to clients around the globe.
In those 25 years we worked with hundreds of local and international retailers and suppliers in Food and NonFood, guiding them in the implementation and successful use of specific software applications supporting their
sales, marketing, buying and merchandising departments.
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